Chemical space of tetra-peptides and cyclic peptides for drug discovery
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Why peptides?

Recent discoveries on how diseases develop have led to the identification of novel target classes.
However, traditional small or “drug like” compounds have not been successful addressing these
“difficult to drug” targets.
New approaches are required, drug discovery needs to explore beyond the Ro5 chemical space!
Recently, peptides have appeared as starting points for the discovery of beyond the Ro5 compounds with therapeutic
applications, particularly for metabolic diseases and oncology. This is no surprise, since peptides control all aspects of
cellular function and intercellular communication. In addition, peptides offer a broad range of chemical diversity and are
selective to specific targets 1,2.
Goal

Compare the chemical space of cyclic and tetra-peptides to the
chemical space of compounds in MLSMR approved drugs with oral
and parenteral administration.

Methodology

Results
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The first 3 PCs retrieved 97.7% of the
variance.
‣ MW had the highest contribution to
the first PC.
‣ RTB had the highest contribution to
the second PC.
‣ PSA had the highest contribution to
the third PC.
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Ligand complexity / Properties
Tetra-peptides are less diverse and therefore more clustered,
forming a highly dense library. Most tetra-peptides occupy a
different region of the approved drugs chemical space.
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Ligand complexity / Properties
Cyclic peptides are more diverse and scattered in the chemical
space, covering regions of the chemical space of approved drugs.

Perspectives
‣ Expand the study to data sets containing peptides with more
amino acids (e.g. hexapeptides, etc) and analyze their chemical
space.
‣ Create data sets with cyclic peptides containing a specific
number of amino acids and analyze their chemical space.
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